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Abstract

Characteristic differences are observed for the dielectric response and microstruc-
tures of BaTiO3 nanoscale fine powders prepared using sol gel (SG) and steric acid
gel (SAG) methods. The former exhibit a critical size below which there is no para-
electric/ferroelectric phase transition whereas BaTiO3 prepared via the SAG route
remained cubic for all conditions. Atomic resolution images of both varieties showed
a high density of interesting surface steps and facets. Computer simulated images
of surface structure models showed that the outer (100) surface was typically a BaO
layer and that at corners and ledges the steps are typically finished with Ba+2 ions;
i.e. the surfaces and steps are Ba-rich. Otherwise the surfaces were typically clean
and free of amorphous layers.

The relationship between the observed surfaces structures and theoretical models
for size effects on the dielectric properties is discussed.



1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that fine powders exhibit size effects on the paraelectric to fer-
roelectric phase transition temperature Tc; i.e. Tc decreases further as the particle
size decreases1'2. Characteristic differences were found for nanocrystalline BaTiC^
prepared using sol gel (SG) and steric acid gel (SAG) methods when they were
studied by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)3. The for-
mer exhibit a critical size below which there is no paraelectric/ferroelectric phase
transition whereas BaTiC>3 prepared via the SAG route remained cubic for all sizes.
The SAG preparations always showed chemical intergrowth defects whereas the SG
preparations were single phase for particles above a critical size3'4. Atomic resolution
images of both varieties showed interesting surface steps and surface relaxations of
some facets.

In this paper we present HRTEM images of ultrafine BaTiOs particles, concen-
trating on the surface topology. Then follows an electron optical analysis of the
experimental HRTEM images, using computer simulation and image-matching tech-
niques. This allows atomic structural models for the various surface structures to be
deduced. Ba rich surface layers and steps were identified.

The results of this electron optical study are discussed in the light of the theories
of the relationship between the surface structures and the observed size effects on
the dielectric response (physical properties) of the nanoparticles.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

(a) Specimen preparation and microscopy. Gel specimens were prepared by
standard SG and SAG methods. Ultrafine BaTiC>3 powders were produced by heat-
ing the gels at a set of temperatures. Up to about 800°C loosely bound powders
were obtained whereas when the powder was pressed into discs and heated at tem-
peratures above 1100°C for 2 hours, ceramic specimens were obtained. Details of
the specimen preparations, the XRD results, the chemical analyses and the physical
property measurements, including dielectric, piezoelectric, pyroelectric and Raman
spectroscopy have been published elsewhere1"3.

Specimens for electron microscopy were prepared by simply placing clean, dry
powder onto a 1000 mesh copper grids in order to prevent extraneous chemical con-
tamination, which significantly reduces electron beam irradiation damage.

Through-thickness/through-focal series of HRTEM images were obtained using
a JEOL-4000EX electron microscope operating at 400keV; the spherical aberration
coefficient of the ultra-high resolution pole-pieces was C»=0.94mm and the effective



Scherzer or interpretable image resolution was 0.17nm. The actual objective aperture
used for this study was 21.4 ^m. The smallest selected area aperture was 12.4 /im.
The specimen height was carefully adjusted to an optimum focussing current, when
the objective lens astigmatism as well as the optical alignment parameters could be
set precisely against calibrated values.

Computer-simulated images were obtained using updated Melbourne University
Multi-slice software (MEDIS) due to Fan et al5. The Fourier transforms (FT) and
power spectra (PS) from selected digitised HRTEM images were obtained; this proved
to be necessary in order to obtain diffraction data from the ultrafine BaTiC>3 particles
which ranged in diameter from 4200nm to 19nm.

(b) HRTEM results

(i) SG BaTiO3. The diameters of SG BaTiO3 powders ranged from 4200 to 50nm
(see Table.l in ref.[3]). Selected area diffraction patterns (DP)/or power spectra
(PS) and HRTEM images showed tetragonal and cubic structures for particle sizes
above and below approx. 130nm respectively. HRTEM images of nanocrystalline SG
BaTiO3 particles were mostly free of internal structural defects but some did show
(111) twinning and ferroelectric domains. Fig.la shows two cubic SG BaTiC>3 par-
ticles which overlap so that one is oriented with [100] parallel to the beam direction
whereas the second is viewed in the [110] projection. This powder was prepared at
750°C and the particle size is approx. 18nm. Note the modulated fringe contrast
in the overlap region across the center of Fig.la; this is just due to interference of
electron beams which have been scattered by one crystal, say [001], then scattered
again by the second crystal, say [110]; note that the two crystals share a common
[110] axis. Powders prepared at 750-800° C showed many internal defects including
(111) multiple twinning and (111) intergrowth defects. The density of such defects
tended to increase as the particle size decreased. Fig.lb shows one example, from
powder prepared at 800°C; note the three (111) twin boundaries indicated by arrows.
Further analysis of the twin structures may be found in ref.4.

It was noticeably more difficult to obtain sharp HRTEM images of the tetragonal
particles than was the case for cubic particles; this was presumeably due to surface
charging of the ferroelectric tetragonal phase, which tends to produce specimen-
induced astigmatism effects. Fig.2 shows a surface profile image of part of a 200nm
SG particle which had been grown at 1250° C; note the surface facets parallel to
[101] and [010]. The corresponding power spectrum showed that this particle was
tetragonal; there was no splitting of the diffraction spots to indicate 90° domains.

SG particles of all sizes showed a high density of surface steps, the facets often



extend for only a few unit cell repeats, even for the powders prepared at 1250° C.
Contrast variations across Fig.2a are due to thickness variations associated with the
fine-scale surface facetting and surface roughness.

(ii) SAG BaTiO3. The diameters of SAG BaTiO3 particles ranged from 3500 to
19 nm. Both the HRTEM images and power spectra (PS) from selected areas of the
digitized images of SAG BaTiO3 showed that the structure was cubic for all particle
diameters examined. SAG preparations typically showed complicated internal defect
textures, including nanoscale multiple twinning and (111) intergrowth defects (see
refs.3-4).

HRTEM surface profile images of nanocrystalline cubic SAG BaTiC>3 particles
also showed surface facets. For example, Fig.3a shows a well-developed cubo-octahedral
particle 12nm in diameter which had been prepared at 650°C. It has (010) and (100)
faces parallel to the projection axis and (111) and (111) inclined facets indicated by
traces parallel to [110] and [110]. A schematic drawing of the particle morphology is
shown as Fig.3c; it is approx. cubo-octahedral.

Close inspection of the outer monolayer of both {100} type facets suggests there
may be some surface relaxation, the apparent 10% outwards relaxation of the outer
unit cell of the (100) facet would imply a tetragonal surface layer. Computer image
simulations are required to examine this possibility since there may be fringe shifts
associated with wedge-shaped edges which may mimic surface relaxations6. In fact,
our computer similations for this particle showed that it was slightly tilted off the
[100] zone axis and recorded at objective lens defocus of approx. -80 nm. Conse-
quently nothing can be said about details of the surface structure for this particular
image. A truncated cubo-octahedral shape was confirmed for this particle.

Fig.3b is a [111] projection of another 12nm diameter particle; comparison with
the cubo-octahedral drawing (Fig.3d) suggests the facets are again predominantly of
{100} and {111} type. Again there is a high density of surface steps. It was also
confirmed by image-matching that this particle has a regular cubo-octahedral shape,
as indicated in Fig.3d.

Larger SAG particles gave some remarkably clean surface profile images; which
also showed interesting surface topologies; including relatively smooth surfaces (Fig.4a)
and also rough surfaces (Fig.4b) with a high density of steps. There is no apparent
surface relaxation. Computer simulated images of surface structure models (inset
in Fig.4c) showed that the outer (100) surfaces are BaO layers and that the corner
atoms at steps are Ba+2 ions; hence such a surface may be Ba-rich, consistent with
the results of surface chemical analysis by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry and X-



ray photoelectron energy analysis3. Further details of the computer simulated image
matching and the surface structure models are given in section 3(a) & Table.2 below.

The surfaces of SAG BaTiO3 were relatively very stable under electron beam
irradiation compared with those of tetragonal SG BaTiC>3 single crystals which tend
to suffer from electron-beam-induced chemical decomposition whereby the outer 5 -
10 atomic layers readily decomposed and recrystallised, forming coherent domains
of TiO and BaO grown epitaxially onto the BaTiC>3 substrate (c.f. ref.7).

3. ELECTRON OPTICAL IMAGE ANALYSIS

(a) Principles of the technique
Principles for analysis of the HRTEM images and the corresponding nanoscale

defect textures were first established by comparison of computer simulated images
with selected areas of the experimental images. Periodic continuation techniques
are appropriate for computer simulation of images of defects in crystals and of sur-
faces, including the effects of Fresnel fringes at the crystal vacuum interface8"10.
Algorithms were derived which could incorporate BaTiC>3 nanocrystals separated by
empty space, into a superlattice unit cell. The surface profiles could be modified
according to relaxations or monolayer reconstructions, etc., as suggested by experi-
mental images recorded at the structure image defocus condition.

According to the weak phase object approximation for a very thin crystal, the
images most ressemble the crystal structure when the objective lens current is set
to the Scherzer defocus of rthe objective lens (in our case this is -47 nm). Thus, the
transmitted diffracted beams are collected by the objective lens and finally used to
form a magnified image of the atomic structure (structure image). Complications,
typically image contrast reversals, half spacings and image translations, may arise if
the electron optical images are not recorded at the optimum defocus condition, if the
crystal becomes too thick, if the specimen and/or instrumental alignments are not
precise, or if the specimen moves during the recording or becomes damaged in the
electron beam. Thus, the image interpretation is usually made using image-matching
techniques based on computer simulations5"10 for a range of experimental conditions
and structural models, including a defocus series of images where possible.

Appropriate values for the relevant electron optical parameters are then deter-
mined by image-matching; e.g. crystal thickness, objective lens defocus values and
the effective image resolution may all be determined.

(b) Computing facilities
Selected images were digitised from high-quality prints of electron micrographs



using a flat-bed scanner or directly from negatives using a Wild-Leitz macroscope
fitted with a television camera. It was found convenient to obtain the Fourier trans-
forms (FT) and power spectra (PS), as well as output the digitised image, using the
Unix software program IDL11.

(c) Structural considerations Crystallographic data for the cubic and tetragonal
phases of BaTiOa are listed in Table 1. Schematic diagrams for each model used
for the computer image simulations are shown in Figs.5(a-e) and the corresponding
crystallographic data are given in Table 2.

The atomic models used for surface profile image calculations are as follows:
(a) For identification of the surface atomic planes (BaO or Ti) we used Model
S(Ba,Ti); superlattice unit cells were constructed for the two possibilities as shown
in Fig.5a.
(b) For characterisation of surface step composition we calculated Model SCBa with
a Ba atom at the corner of the surface step of height 2xd2oo and (c) Model SCTt with
Ti and Ba atoms at the corners of the surface steps of height Ixd2oo steps.
(d) For simulation of the surface topology of Figs.4(a,b) we calculated Model ST, a
BaO surface model; including both Ba and Ti corner steps.

(d) Computer simulation and image matching In order to reduce the num-
ber of image calculations; the effective resolution, thickness and defocus parameters
were determined by first obtaining semi-quantitive image matching for the matrix
of Fig.4a,b. Fig.6 shows a through-thickness/through-focus series of computer simu-
lated images for cubic BaTiOa; on comparison with the experimental images (cubic
phase in Fig.4) we deduced an effective resolution of 2.5 Aby adjusting the diameter
of the effective objective aperture used in the calculation to match the number of
beams appearing in the power spectra and obtaining the best image match with the
experimental images. The thin edges of Figs.4a,b are deduced to be approx 2 nm
thick and the objective lens defocus is approx. -45 nm, ie very close to Scherzer.
We can also conclude that for such crystals it is possible to deduce the positions of
both Ti and Ba atom columns. Note also that for these conditions, and assuming
the [100] zone axis is symmetrically excited, any outwards relation or surface recon-
structions existing in the crystal should be readily visible in the image. In fact no
such reconstructions or relaxations were visible for Fig.4 (remember this is a cubic
case).

Note that for Fig.6 (Model S(Ba,Ti)) the top and bottom sides represent BaO
and TiO atomic surface planes respectively (cf. Fig.5a). Note that the contrast is
very different for BaO and Ti, careful comparison with the HRTEM surface profile



images confirmed that predominantly BaO surface planes were observed experimen-
tally as deduced by comparison of computer simulated surface profile images with
the experimental images (see e.g. inset in Fig.4a).

Figs.7a-b show through-thickness/through-defocus series of computer simulated
images for Model SCBa (a) and Model SCr* (b) respectively. Both of these types of
steps were identified in the experimental images (see e.g. inset Fig.4a). The through-
thickness series of computed images used for the image-matching Fig.4a are shown
as Fig.8; using Model ST the electron optical conditions for image matching Fig.4a
were R = 2.5 A, T = 12 Aand A = -400 A.

4 DISCUSSION

This HRTEM and diffraction study of nanocrystalline BaTiO3 powders confirms
the X-ray diffraction results that tetragonal SG BaTiC>3 exhibits a critical size below
which ferroelectricity disappears and the structure becomes cubic. Above this critical
size the Curie temperature and tetragonality as measured by c/a is size dependent.
However, SAG BaTiC"3 showed no size effects on the paraelectric to ferroelectric
transition or Curie temperature. These powders remain cubic perovskite regardless
of size.

Cottam, Tilley and Zeks12 investigated the occurrence of surface modes in semi-
infinite ferroelectric materials. Three different approaches were used: (1) a micro-
scopic pseudo-spin theory based on the Ising model in a transverse field, (2) a macro-
scopic Landau theory in which surface effects can be introduced phenomenologically
and (3) a polariton model appropriate to the very long wavelength region. Existence
conditions and dispersion relations were deduced for the localized surface modes,
which were predicted by all three methods. The results were illustrated by means of
numerical examples. Methods (1) and (2) gave rise to similar results in certain limits
and a formal relationship between these two approaches was established. Tilley13 has
discussed phase transitions in ferroelectric thin films using a theoretical model based
on the Landau-Devonshire expansion. A surface is characterised by an extrapolation
length 8, the negative of the logarithmic derivative of the order parameter at the
surface. For negative 6, the critical temperature Tc of a film is increased above the
bulk value, while for positive S it is decreased. It was shown that depolarisation
effects further decrease Tc in general.

Zhong et al14 pointed out that there was no quantitative theory describing the
size effect in ultrafine ferroelectric particles; qualitative understanding may be ob-
tained-frorrr the soft-mode picture; Thus ferroelectricity is intrinsically a long-range
cooperative phenomenon. The 'freezing-out' of the soft mode depends on the balance



of the short-range force and the long-range Coulomb field15. The latter depends on
the field Ea due to the dipole summation and the depolarising field Ej. Es can be
expressed in the simplest cases as the Lorentz field E, = (4TT/3)P, where P is the
polarization. Ej is shape dependent and can be written Ej = -7P, where 7 is a
constant. For the TO mode in an infinite crystal, Ed = 0 and Es is strong enough
to balance out the short-range force. However, in particles of very small size, E5

is weakened because the dipole summation runs over limited numbers and E<j ^ 0
since the surface can no longer be neglected. When the size reaches a critical value,
the long-range force cannot balance out the short-range force even at low temper-
atures; thus ferroelectricity cannot appear. Note that the correlation length £ of
critical fluctuations required to sustain ferroelectricity is expected to be several tens
of nanometers16; this should be a lower limit for critical size effects.

A Landau-type phenomenological theory for a size-driven phase transition in
ferroelectric particles of BaTiO3 and PbTiC>3 was clearly demonstrated by Zhong
et al i r by introduction of a surface extrapolation length 8. The model was limited
to spherical particles, with uniaxial polarisation direction the magnitude of which
depends only on the radius (r = d/2). Contrary to the case of thin films, the
extrapolation length was shown to be size dependent; the spatial distribution of
polarization was obtained by numerical solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations
with boundary condition dP/dr + (1/£)P = 0. The size dependent phase transitions
have the same order as the temperature-driven phase transitions. The polarisation
decreases with decreasing particle size and eventually disappears (a size driven phase
transition); i,e. the Curie temperature decreases with decreasing particle size and
reaches zero at the critical size. The calculated size dependence of Tc for PbTiO3
and BaTiO3 was said to be in excellent agreement with the experimental results for
SG derived powders. Thus the size dependent behaviour of SG BaTiOs appears to
be 'normal' in spite of the calculated critical size (44 nm) being somewhat smaller
than the experimental value (115 nm)ll2>18'19. For PbTiC>3 the predicted critical size
was 4.2 nm, while that from experiment was 9.1 - 13.8 nm14'17'20.

It was suggested17 that these differences may be due to neglect, in the theory,
of polarization gradients across the particles, of a non-crystalline surface layer or
of depolarization effects. It was argued that only the latter should be important.
Indeed, we found no significant non-crystalline surface layers on any of the powders
examined. However, some SG particles showed {111} type fine-scale twinning, which
implies 90° domains. More importantly, we suggest is the high density of surface steps
or surface roughness observed in general. These would seem to imply an associated
inhomogeneous surface field distribution. The observation of charged Ba2+ surface

8



steps and corners is also interesting from the point of view of microscopic theories.
One would expect 180° domains should occur as one depolarization mechanism; these
may be expected to be associated in some way with surface steps and ledges.

Our electron optical image analysis of size effects on the surface structures of SG
BaTiOs (above) suggest that the development of microscopic theories (atomic the-
ories) for nanocrystalline particles should be attempted, where the basic polyhedral
particle shape and surface roughness, and associated field distributions, are modelled
as a function of particle size and morphology.

There have been no theoretical attempts to explain the size independent be-
haviour observed in refs.2"3 and confirmed above for SAG BaTiO3. We observed
no apparent differences in surface morphology for the SG and SAG specimens (see
above); the ability of SAG preparations to retain the cubic perovskite structure is
certainly a bulk or volume effect rather than a size effect. It is most likely due to
chemical defects introduced by the SAG technique; these include the intergrowth
defects observed in our companion study3'4, as well as small defects (vacancies and
dopants) some of which may be charged; these are well known to inhibit the ferro-
electric phase transition of BaTiO3 (see e.g.21'22).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig.la Two nanocrystalline particles of SG BaTiOs oriented along [100] and [110]
with diameters approx. 180nm. (b) shows a SG BaTiO3 particle containing three
(111) twin boundaries. Note the high density of surface facets.

Fig.2 Polyhedral surface profile image of tetragonal SG BaTiOs showing (110) and
(010) facets.

Fig.3 (a,b) HRTEM images along [100] and [111] of two nanocrystalline (approx.
12nm diameter) cubic SAG BaTiOs particles showing surface facets; (c,d) show
schematic diagrams indicating cubo-octahedral surface morphology for the particles
shown in (a,b) respectively.

Figs.4a-c show surface topologies of larger particles from SAG BaTiC>3 (ceramic
1250°C) showing (a) smooth (100) surface and (b) a relatively rough surface which
have a high density of steps. The exposed corner atoms are Ba2+ ions with 2xd(1Oo)
steps. Computer simulated surface image match is inset in (a). This structure image
shows no apparent surface relaxation or reconstruction.

Figs.5a-d. Schematic diagrams of surface profile models projected along the [100]c

direction: (a) is a unit cell consisting of a slab of cubic BaTiO3 separated by empty
space with BaO exposed on one surface (labelled S-BaO) and Ti exposed on the
opposite surface (labelled S-Ti, Model S(Ba,Ti); (b, c) show models for surface steps
(ledges) with Ba atoms at the corner (Model SCBa) and Ti atom at the corner (Model
SCr*) respectively; (d) shows the surface topology used for simulating the HRTEM
surface profile image in Fig.4c (Model ST).

Fig. 6 shows through-thickness/through-defocus series computer simulated surface
profile images by Model S(Ba,Ti) where top and bottom of surface were BaO and
Ti atomic plane respectively. BaO atomic surface planes were found in the HRTEM
images.

Fig.7a-b show through-thickness/through-defocus series computer simulated images
for (a) Model SO"80; Ba at corner of surface with steps height 2xd2oo and (b) Model
SCTl; Ti atom at corner of surface with step height Ixd2oo<

Fig.8 Shows a thickness series of computed images for the surface topology shown
in Fig.4 (see Model ST, Fig.5d). The electron optical conditions for the best match
were R=2.5 A, T=12 A, and A=-400 A.
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Model
name

C
BaTiO3

T
BaTiO3

type

Table 1: Crystallographic data for cubic and tetragonal BaTiO3
Crystallographic

Data
Cubic

Pm3m, No.221

Tetragonal
P4mm
No.99

a=3.99 A
c=4.03 A

(a,/9,7)=90°

Atomic
Coordinates
Ba: (0,0,0)

Ti: (1/2,1/2,1/2)

Ba: (0.5,0.5,0.518)
Ti: (0.0,0.0,0.032

Ox: (0.0,0.0,0.493)
Ox: (0.5,0.0,0.003)
Ox: (0.0,0.5,0.003)

Table 2: Crystallographic data for surface profile models of Cubic BaTiO3

Model
name

S(Ba,Ti)
S-BaO
S-Ti

surface

scB o

Ba corner, 2xd(2oo)
steps

SCr i

Ti corner, lxd(2oo)
steps

ST
Multiple stepped surface
Mixed (Ba, Ti) corner

Crystallographic
Data (supercell)

a=b=4 A b=48 A
vacuum=16 A

a = p = 7 = 90°

a=64 A, b=37.3 A
c=4 A

a = 0 = 7 = 90°

a=64 A, b=37.3 A
c=4 A

a = p = 7 = 90°

a=108 A, b=40 A
c=4 A, vacuum=16 A

a = p = 7 = 90°

Computer
Simulation

Image
Matching

(100) yes
Fig.5 (BaO) Fig.3(a-b)
Fig.5 (Ti) no

(100)
Fig.6a

(100)
Fig.6b

(100)
Fig.7

yes
Fig.3(a,b)

yes
Fig.3(a,b)

yes
Fig.3c
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